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I respond to an objection recently formulated by Barlassina and Hayward
against first-order imperativism about pain, according to which it cannot
account for the self-directed motivational force of pain. I am going to agree
with them: it cannot. This is because pain does not have self-directed
motivational force. I will argue that the alternative view (that pain is
about dealing with extramental, bodily threats; not about dealing with
itself) makes better sense of introspection, and of empirical research on pain
avoidance. Also, a naturalistic theory of body-involving commands falls
straightforwardly off our most prominent naturalistic metasemantic accounts,
while the token-reflexive contents that would underlie self-directed motivation
are more problematic.
1 Introduction
Intentionalism (Dretske, 1997; Thau, 2001; Tye, 2000; Crane, 2003, among many others)
is the view that the phenomenal character of mental states depends on their intentional
content. In the vast majority of intentionalist accounts, the intentional content in
question is descriptive, or indicative—roughly, content that can be cashed out in terms of
correctness conditions. I will use ‘representation’ to refer to indicative intentional states,
and ‘representationalism’ to refer to this traditional, indicativist brand of intentionalism.
Imperativism (Klein, 2007; Klein, 2015; Hall, 2008; Martínez, 2011), on the other hand,
is the view that affective phenomenology depends on the imperative content of certain
intentional states—roughly, content that can be cashed out in terms of satisfaction
conditions. I will be concerning myself only with imperativist approaches to pain-
related phenomenology, and in particular to its affective dimension: the characteristically
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unpleasant phenomenology associated with pains—their painfulness (Clark, 2005; Cutter
and Michael Tye, 2011; Jacobson, 2013).1
Imperativism has been offered as a solution to several recalcitrant problems for intention-
alism about pain, such as the apparent non-existence of hallucinatory pain (see Block,
2006 for the problem; and Martínez, 2011 for an imperativist treatment). It also provides
a straightforward explanation of the predominantly motivational role that pain plays
in our mental life (O’Sullivan and Schroer, 2012; Martínez, 2015). Finally, imperative
content is not an innovation of their theories but an essential ingredient of our best
naturalistic theories of content, such as teleosemantic accounts (Millikan, 1984; Shea,
2018), or informational approaches in the signaling-games framework (Skyrms, 2010;
Martínez and Klein, 2016). The same theories that aim at uncovering sufficient conditions
for some entity to count as an indicative intentional state—a representation—also uncover,
in the process, sufficient conditions for an entity to count as an imperative intentional
state.
Luca Barlassina and Max Hayward, in their excellent (2019, B&H henceforth) have
distinguished two kinds of imperativist positions. First, what they call first-order
imperativism (Martínez, 2011; Martínez, 2015) is the view that the imperative contents
that underlie the painfulness of pain concern the body of the subject in pain. According to
first-order imperativism, the painfulness of pain depends on a command to fix or prevent
threats to bodily integrity. An idealized version of the relevant imperative contents could,
perhaps, correspond to the content schema ‘See to it that bodily damage d does not
exist’ (Martínez, 2015, p. 2261). Second, what they call higher-order imperativisn, most
prominently associated with Colin Klein, according to which painfulness is a mental state
(say, M1) that targets another mental state, M0, such that M1 has the content ‘Don’t
have [M0]!’ (Klein, 2015, p. 186, variable changed). B&H offer as well their own reflexive,
or ‘same-order’ version of imperativism, according to which the painfulness2 of pain also
depends on imperative contents that target mental states. For same-order imperativism,
though, the target mental state is the same state that has the imperative content:
An experience U feels unpleasant in virtue of being (at least partly) constituted
by a Command with reflexive imperative content: Less of U! (B&H, p. 1)
In this paper I respond to the main objection leveled by B&H against first-order impera-
tivism: that it cannot accommodate the ‘intrinsic and reflexive motivational force’ of
pain (B&H, p. 5 and section 4.2.)3 According to them, pain has intrinsic motivational
1According to many theorists, pain has a purely sensory phenomenological component that is, at least
sometimes, fully dissociated from its painfulness (Grahek, 2007). I will not discuss this sensory
phenomenology here. The account by Barlassina and Hayward that will be my main target in this
piece also deals exclusively with the painfulness of pain, not its sensory dimension.
2While I am restricting myself to pain, B&H intend their account to be applicable to affective phe-
nomenology in general.
3I regard this as the most interesting, and potentially most damaging objection to first-order imperativism
developed in their paper, but is not the only one. Their other objections, related to possible imperativist
treatments of pleasure, or of what they call the ‘pure affect’ component of depression (B&H, section
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force, in that it is part of what it is to be a pain that it motivates us to behave in certain
ways. In particular, its motivational force is reflexive, in that ‘when we experience pain,
our first motivation is to get rid of the pain’ (B&H, p. 12). This reflexive (self-directed)
motivational force, they suggest, warrants attributing a token-reflexive imperative content
to pain, as shown in the schema quoted above.
First-order imperativists agree with their same-order cousins that painfulness is in-
trinsically motivational—hence the appeal to imperative content. On the other hand,
first-order imperativism is fundamentally at odds with the idea that what is motivated is
self -directed behavior. In a sense, this is just what the theory amounts to: the view that
pain is about dealing with extramental, bodily threats; not about dealing with itself. I
will argue here that the resulting view on the motivational structure of pain, and on what
introspection actually shows, is sensible and attractive—indeed, preferable to same-order
imperativism.
More specifically, in §2 I argue that B&H’s taking the unpleasant phenomenal character
of pain as evidence for a token-reflexive content betrays an illusion of reflexivity entirely
analogous to the one identified by (Moore, 1903). I argue that, once we recognize that
the kind of transparency that pertains to imperatives is importantly different from
the kind of transparency that pertains to representations, pains can be shown to be
as transparent as perceptual states. In §3 I show how the body-directed imperative
contents of first-order imperativism, and their attendant body-directed motivational
roles, are compatible with, and typically result in, the tokening of other mental states
with pain-directed motivational roles: I review empirical evidence to the effect that pain
avoidance is the result of general-purpose, anxiety-based coping mechanisms, that operate
in analogous ways in perception.
Finally, in §4 I build on some of the above points to formulate an objection to same-order
imperativism. One of the main motivations for intentionalism in general and imperativism
in particular is to make progress on the naturalization of phenomenology, but it is unclear
that same-order imperativism will live up to this expectation, as it is unclear how a
naturalistic metasemantics for the relevant kinds of reflexive contents is supposed to
work. A self-extinguishing painful state will only be adaptive if and to the extent that it
has bodily-threat-averting consequences—but this will fix a body-involving imperative
content. In §5 I offer some concluding remarks.
2 Imperative Transparency
According to first-order imperativism, painful phenomenology is intrinsically body-
directed. Pains also typically result in pain-avoiding behavior, but this motivational
role is implemented by mental states different from the pains themselves. According
to same-order imperativism, on the other hand, painful phenomenology is intrinsically
5.3.2) are not discussed here, and need to be treated separately.
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pain-directed. Pains also motivate body-directed behavior, but as a mere means to
the end of extinguishing themselves. B&H’s main reason to postulate a self-directed
motivational role for pains appears to be an argument from introspection: ‘when we
experience pain, our first motivation is to get rid of the pain. And we are motivated to
do that . . . simply because pain feels unpleasant.’ (B&H, p. 12). The suggestion seems
to be that the reflexive motivational role of pains (and, from it, their token-reflexive
intentional profile) can be read off their phenomenal character: because it is pains that
are unpleasant, it must be a quality of pains that their painfulness somehow refers back
to.
This way of modeling painful phenomenology is an example of what G. E. Moore, in The
refutation of idealism (1903), called the ‘universally received opinion’ that ‘[a]ny sensation
or idea is a “thing”, and . . . its object is the quality of this thing.’ (op. cit, p. 448,
original emphasis). According to same-order imperativism, a pain is a thing and its
object is a quality of this thing—its intrinsic badness, its to-be-avoidedness. Taking the
phenomenal unpleasantness of pain to depend on the to-be-avoidedness of the very same
pain is in all relevant respects like taking the phenomenal character of a sensation as of
blue to depend on the mental-blueness of the very same sensation. This is not necessarily
incoherent (pace Moore, op. cit, p. 445), but it is also not an intentionalist position in any
substantive sense. Intentionalism is, in fact, a reaction to Moore’s universally received
opinion: it is, precisely, the hypothesis that the phenomenal character of an experience
does not depend on features intrinsic to the experience, but on its intentional ties to
entities other than itself.4
As the history of these ideas is usually told, intentionalism became a viable option as
a result of a Gestalt switch of sorts: first it seemed obvious (the ‘universally received
opinion’) that introspection presented us with properties of our own mental states; then
it seemed less obvious: ‘[w]hen we try to introspect the sensation of blue, all we can see
is the blue’ (Moore, 1903, p. 450). The general thesis that introspection presents us not
with (properties of) our experiences, but with what our experiences are about is what
we now call the ‘transparency of experience’, and has been widely adduced as support
for the idea that phenomenal character depends on intentional content, perhaps most
explicitly since Harman (1990):
Look at a tree and try to turn your attention to intrinsic features of your
visual experience. I predict you will find that the only features there to turn
your attention to will be features of the presented tree . . . [op. cit. p. 39]
4‘Entities other than itself’ possibly include other mental states. The problem is not with experience-
directed intentionality. It is with relying on putative intentional ties of a mental state to itself: this
may respect the intentionalist letter but it certainly does not respect its spirit.
An anonymous reviewer has suggested that (given that for B&H a pain P is a composite of a sensory
state S and a command C), while C officially says something like ‘less of P!’, we could read it as in
fact saying ‘less of S!’ This would, indeed, afford a better grip on the intentional features of C, and
therefore on the affective component of P: painfulness would depend on a command to avoid a certain
sensory state. On the other hand, this move would make B&H’s account very close to, and perhaps
indistinguishable from, higher-order imperativism as developed by Klein (2015).
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Perhaps B&H’s retreat to the pre-Moorean received opinion is fueled by a perceived
impossibility to perform the Gestalt switch I mentioned above: indeed, they would
not be alone in claiming that pain is not transparent (Jacobson, 2013; Aydede and
Fulkerson, 2014; see also Kozuch, 2018). In fact, though, pain is as transparent as
perceptions; we simply need to factor in the fact that the relevant contents are commands
and not representations: just as (indicative) sensory experiences are mostly5 transparent
in that they depend on world-involving representations, the painfulness of pain is mostly
transparent in that it depends on world- (concretely, body-)involving commands. Pains
tell us to fix or prevent bodily damage: (intense) pain feels like being compelled to
(urgently; Klein and Martínez, 2018) fix something that is wrong with some part of our
body. They direct our attention to damage, existing or not, and force us to take action
to fix or prevent it—regardless of whether this is possible. Paraphrasing Harman, if you
try to turn your attention to intrinsic features of your pain, you will find that the only
features there to turn your attention to are features of your body, in the context of an
avoidance imperative.
Discussions and characterizations of transparency in the literature often take for granted
that the putatively transparent states are representations. This begs the question against
imperativism. A recent example of this is the otherwise sophisticated discussion in
Aydede (2019), where he argues that pains are not ‘s-transparent’. This is because pains
have ‘introspectable features over and above those implicated in their representational
content’ (op. cit, p. 685, my emphasis). Of course, if first-order imperativism is true pain
has no representational (that is, indicative intentional) content, and s-transparency is not
even on the table. This is not a technicality: imperative contents are not in the business
of representing features, but of getting their addressee to bring certain features into
existence—to make their satisfaction conditions actual. It is no wonder that imperatives
do not represent (i.e., present as existing, see below) those as-yet-nonexistent features.
There is no reason why transparency should be the exclusive property of representations.
Any experience is transparent to the extent that its content, indicative or imperative,
exhausts the features presented in the experience. Aydede’s notion of s-transparency
and other similar ones can be easily patched along these lines so that they apply to
imperatives: we can say that an experience is imperatively s-transparent if it does not have
5Why the ‘mostly’ hedge? In different versions of intentionalism, the dependence between content and
phenomenal character is variously developed in terms of supervenience (Tye, 2000), grounding (Kriegel,
2017), or identity (Tye, 1995). Intentionalist theories can rest on weaker dependence relations, though.
I find the following idea atractive: when it comes to studying phenomenal consciousness, the best
analytical lens on brain function, the one with the right fineness of grain, is given by intentional
properties. Intentionalists, according to this weaker reading, are betting on these properties, among
the many other properties brain processes have, being the ones that most directly relate to phenomenal
consciousness.
Under this ‘best analytical lens’ understanding, we should not expect intentional content to fully
exhaust phenomenology, and therefore should not expect full transparency. The first-order imperativist
can agree that ‘phenomenal character outruns [intentional] content’ (Block, 1996, p. 20; see also Kind,
2003) if non-intentional phenomena make a comparatively small explanatory contribution. Hence the
hedge.
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introspectable features over and above those implicated in its imperative content. If the
painfulness of pain does not have introspectable features over and above a certain bodily
damage d, presented in the context of an avoidance imperative, then it is imperatively
transparent.
One worry about imperative transparency is precisely the reference to imperativaleness.
After all, in Harman’s original passage all there is to the phenomenology of looking at a
tree is features of the tree. Aren’t we cheating by appealing to what look like attitudinal
features? We are not: representationalism relies on attitudinal features just as much.
Take Aydede again: ‘[w]hatever else the transparency of genuine perceptual experiences
involves it must take us to the extramental world in a committal way’ (Aydede, 2006,
p. 127, original emphasis). The idea that perceptual experiences bring with them a
commitment to their content is widespread: ‘[t]hey represent the world as actually being
the represented way, as actually fulfilling their condition of correctness or truth.’ (Glüer,
2018, p. 2987, see also references therein). In a nutshell: the fact that the phenomenology
of looking at a tree is transparent does not mean that it is exhausted by a tree-related
content, abstractly considered. This phenomenology also has to involve a committal
taking. The tree that we look at is not merely presupposed, postulated, entertained, or
given as a forceless content by experience. Experience declares the tree to be there. In the
debate on representationalism there is some tendency to do as if sets of possible worlds
or other candidates for pure contents were enough to account for mental representation.
They are not. Some attitude or other is needed. An attitudinal, committal-related
component is central to the phenomenal character of indicative experiences. Similarly,
an attitudinal, imperatival component is central to the phenomenal character of painful
experiences. In neither case is this component incompatible with transparency.6
3 Killing the Messenger
Even if the first-order imperativist is right and pains are primarily body-directed, it is still
true that, when in pain, we often behave in ways that are not body- but pain-directed:
we take painkillers, refrain from moving, or lower the blinds not in order to deal with
any bodily insult, but in order to silence the pain. Accounts based on body-directed
intentional content have an apparent problem explaining what motivates this behavior.
Why should we silence a command to deal with bodily damage? If the damage is there,
the command is pertinent; if the damage is not there, while we should disregard it, it
would seem to be harmless. This is sometimes called the killing the messenger objection
6As an aside, does this make the imperativist an impure intentionalist (Chalmers, 2004)? Not necessarily:
if you think of imperative content as ‘constitutively endowed with mood’ (Martínez, 2011, p. 79)
you get to be a pure intentionalist. If, instead, you prefer a Fregean content/force model, that’s OK
too—your imperativism is, then, a version of impure intentionalism. In any case, representationalism
is in the same boat: the committal phenomenology typical of sensory representation is also either a
declarative ‘force’, or an inextricable component of an indicative content constitutively endowed with
mood.
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(Bain, 2011; Jacobson, 2013; Boswell, 2016) after Plutarch’s story of how Tigranes cut
off the head of the first messenger who came to tell him that Lucullus, his enemy, was
approaching.
Martínez (2015) sketches a pain-as-spam model that aims at explaining the rationality of
killing-the-messenger behavior in a way compatible with first-order imperativism: pain
often makes insistent, unreasonable or unfulfillable requests that take a non-negligible toll
on our cognitive resources. Pain, for example, competes for resources with attentional
task performance (Veldhuijzen et al., 2006), and chronic pain often leads to insomnia and
depression (Wilson et al., 2002). Neurophysiologically, too, pain is a vicious messenger:
frequent exposure is associated with debilitating consequences such as neuroendocrine
dysregulation and alterations in long term pain sensitivity (Chapman and Gavrin, 1999),
which can lead to hyperalgesia when it happens in early life (Schwaller and Fitzgerald,
2019). It is very reasonable to silence these importunate commands, just as it would
make perfect sense to silence a messenger who insists in yammering about Lucullus when
we know full well (because we already listened the first few times they said it) that he is
approaching and we have already taken action, or cannot, or will not take it.
In the pain-as-spam model it is reasonable to silence a pain if it is spammy (insistent,
unreasonable, unfulfillable.) This opens a line of argument against the model: it seems
to generate the prediction that ‘any action [the subject] takes to get rid of the pain (for
example, taking a painkiller, or trying to distract herself) would only arise after she
has realised that there is nothing further she can do to [deal with the relevant bodily
threat]’ (B&H, p. 12). This would be implausible: sometimes pain-avoidant behavior
kicks in very quickly, and in the absence of any prior effort to deal with the relevant
bodily threat. B&H appear to suggest that the automaticity of pain-avoidant behavior is
evidence that pain primarily motivates self-directed behavior. In fact, though, avoidant
behavior of an entirely analogous sort is a well-established phenomenon that happens
across the board in perception, kicks in very quickly, and is not the result of personal level
decisions. Psychologists call this phenomenon experiential avoidance. It occurs ‘when a
person is unwilling to remain in contact with particular private experiences . . . and takes
steps to alter the form or frequency of these experiences or the contexts that occasion
them’ (Hayes et al., 2004, p. 554). As far as I have been able to find, no psychologist
seriously entertains the idea that it is the very visual perceptions that mandate their
own extinction. Given that automatic, subpersonally initiated avoidant behavior is not
taken as evidence of self-directedness in the context of experiential avoidance, its status
as evidence in the context of pain-related killing-the-messenger behavior should equally
be regarded with caution.
A mechanism that is often invoked in explanations of experiential avoidance is the so-
called vigilance-avoidance pattern: a general psychological tendency to ‘early vigilance
and late avoidance of threat processing’ that is more present the more prone to anxiety the
avoidant subject is (Calvo and Eysenck, 2000; Mogg et al., 2004; Wieser et al., 2009). For
example, alcoholics presented with consumption cues will typically pay more attention
than control subjects to these cues initially (the vigilance phase), but subsequently
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shut them off (the avoidance phase), and avoid contact with them (Stormark et al.,
1997). In other studies, it has been shown that spider-phobic subjects spend less time
viewing spider pictures than controls; and blood-injection-injury-phobic subjects less time
viewing pictures of injuries than controls (Tolin et al., 1999). Similar results hold for
subjects prone to social anxiety (Wieser et al., 2009). These avoidance phenomena are
probably not the result of any personal-level piece of reasoning: subjects that fall under
the repressor profile (the most prone to experiential avoidance) are, precisely, the most
unaware of how anxious they are (Derakshan, Eysenck, and Myers, 2007, p.1594). In
experiential avoidance we have no problem distinguishing between what is presented as
threatening (fully extramental entities such as alcohol, spiders or blood) and the coping
strategy that consists in shutting down the mental state that represents the threat. Claim
that the perception of spiders is reflexively motivating for repressors would amount to
claiming that a mental state that would seem, quite ostensibly, to be a representation of
the presence of spiders is in fact a command to see to it that it itself disappears. A more
apt description of the situation is one according to which it is extramental threats that
are presented as threatening, and suppression of perceptual engagement is the subsequent
result of a coping mechanism such as the vigilance-avoidance pattern.
Analogous (and, plausibly, analogously extrinsic) coping mechanisms are described for
pain-avoidant behavior. In their seminal presentation of the fear7-avoidance model of pain,
Lethem et al. (1983) distinguish two main kinds of response to pain: an ‘adaptive response
of confrontation’ in which pain is seen as a ‘temporary nuisance’ to be overcome as the
underlying bodily problem ‘resolves naturally on in response to conservative management
or surgery’ (op. cit, p. 404), and a ‘non-adaptive pain avoider’ (ibid.) who is mainly
motivated by the avoidance of pain, and suffers a number of important physical and
psychological negative consequences as a result of this (op. cit, p. 405, fig. 2). Just as with
experiential avoidance, the pain-avoider profile is more frequent in more anxious patients
(Asmundson and Taylor, 1996; McCracken, Gross, et al., 1993). Just as experiential
avoiders get ‘stuck in a cycle of regulation and control when emotional or psychological
pain show up from time to time’ (Kashdan et al., 2006, p. 1316), pain avoiders get stuck
in an ‘avoidance spiral’ (Lethem et al., 1983, p. 405; see also Philips, 1987). It should
also be noted that the standard measure of pain avoidance, the Pain Anxiety Symptom
Scale (McCracken, Zayfert, and Gross, 1992), describes precisely the kind of behavior
that philosophers interested in the killing-the-messenger problem focus on: ‘as soon as
pain comes on I take medication to reduce it’, or ‘I go immediately to bed when I feel
severe pain’.
Apart from providing some evidence for the extrinsicality of pain-avoidance mechanisms,
the foregoing description of the pain-avoider profile casts some doubt on B&H’s claim
7The same-order imperativist will perhaps ask: fear of what, if there is nothing intrinsically dislikeable
about pain? According to the first-order imperativist, the process kicks off with a ‘fear’ of the bodily
condition that is presented as to be fixed or avoided (more precisely, an imperative involving that
condition). As we are about to see, unfortunately, in pain avoiders a perfectly reasonable mindfulness
of one’s body spirals into an irrational and non-adaptive fear of the pain itself. I thank an anonymous
reviewer for pressing me on this point.
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that ‘when we experience pain, our first motivation is to get rid of the pain’. Actually,
it turns out that not everyone has this tendency and, to the extent that we do, we
shouldn’t.
4 Naturalistic Metasemantics for Reflexive Contents
I have argued that accounting for the painfulness of pain and for pain avoidance does
not require the postulation of token-reflexive contents. Moreover, such contents present
important difficulties for a naturalistic treatment of pain. It is not that token-reflexive
contents in and of themselves are suspicious or problematic, of course: this very sentence
is an example of an entity with reflexive content. The problem is with trying to implement
reflexive contents using the means offered by pain circuitry, without the benefit of a
recursive syntax or general-purpose demonstratives. B&H take a stab at doing this, along
broadly teleosemantic lines:
Command K has imperative content C if and only if K has the biological
function of making it the case that C. (B&H, p. 27)
This is a streamlined version of what Millikan calls imperative intentional icons (1984,
p. 99f), and builds on the very plausible idea that a mental command such as, e.g.,
‘Eat!’ (perhaps related to our experiences of hunger, Hall, 2008) has the content it has in
virtue of the fact that its biological function is to get its addressee to eat. According to
B&H, extending this idea to token-reflexive contents simply requires making the relevant
substitutions:
Command K- has the content Less of the experience of which K- is a consti-
tutive part! if and only if K- has the biological function of producing less of
the experience of which it is a constitutive part. (ibid.)
One problem with this mere substitution, though, is that, unlike with ‘Eat!’, it is hard to
see which set of circumstances (say, which evolutionary history) would result on a state
acquiring the biological function to self-extinguish. Such a function is reminiscent of
the ‘Ultimate Machine’ that Marvin Minsky invented, and Claude Shannon built, while
Minsky was visiting Bell Labs as a graduate student: a machine that, when you turn
it on, the only thing it does is turn itself off. According to Minsky, this was a playful
attempt at creating ‘the most useless machine ever made so far’ (Web of Stories, 2018).
B&H offer the following explanation of how ‘biological ultimate-machines’ may have been
evolutionarily advantageous:
What is the evolutionary advantage of reflexive commands? Since we maintain
that affective phenomenal character depends on these Commands, an answer
to that question will also be an answer to the following question: what is the
evolutionary advantage of affective phenomenal character? (ibid.)
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The idea here is that, because B&H are making affective phenomenal character depend
on reflexive content, it is open to them to take explanations of the evolutionary advanta-
geousness of affective phenomenal character to be, by the same token, explanations of the
advantageousness of reflexive content. This is problematic: they are trying to establish
that self-extinguishing behavior can be evolutionarily advantageous, in order to argue
that certain mental states could therefore have self-extinguishing content, in the context
of arguing that this content undergirds affective phenomenal character. Using the last
link in arguing for the first link risks being circular. One way to see the problem is to
note that reflexive contents are, in fact, not making any explanatory contribution: for any
candidate imperative content C, the argument would proceed unchanged. Paraphrasing
B&H, since the imperativists favoring C as the content of pain maintain that affective
phenomenal character depends on C, an answer to the question about the evolutionary
advantageousness of C-Commands will also be an answer to the question about the
evolutionary advantage of affective phenomenal character. No mention has been made of
what C actually stands for in arguing for its evolutionary advantageousness.
One way to mitigate the excessive liberality of this maneuver is to make the target
imperativist account face at least another explanandum: How did the system acquire the
relevant reflexive biological functions? In evolutionary time, the only way for mental-state
extinguishing to promote fitness is by ‘promoting or allowing tissue healing during the
early recuperative period’ (Philips, 1987); that is, by promoting body-related states
of affairs. As we saw above, beyond that, pain avoidance is maladaptive. That is to
say, pain-directed behavior is evolutionarily advantageous only to the extent that it is
has first-order, body-related consequences. The relevant biological functions are in fact
first-order and body-related.
An anonymous reviewer has suggested to me the following possible rejoinder on behalf
of B&H: perhaps a token-reflexive, ‘Less of me!’ kind of content is the most unified
and specific content one can zero in on, if the desired result of the imperative is the
avoidance of bodily harm but no clear, concrete course of action suggests itself. But, if
the desired result is the avoidance of bodily harm, a first-order-imperativist content such
as ‘Avoid that bodily harm!’ captures this aim more directly and explicitly, and is not
more disjunctive than the token-reflexive option. Also, the body-directed content and
not the token-reflexive content is ‘the last member of the series of things [the imperative]
is supposed to map onto and to produce’, which is the way to fix imperative contents
according to Millikan (1984, p 100).
Having said that, I have no reason to doubt that metasemantic theories, alternative
to the teleosemantic mainstream, can be formulated in which pain signals come out
token-reflexive. Comparing those possible theories, once formulated, to teleosemantics
would be the best way to assess the objection I have raised in this section.
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5 Conclusions
I have given three main reasons to prefer first-order to same-order imperativism. First,
same-order imperativism is at least partially the result of a pre-Moorean illusion of
reflexivity; while first-order imperativism is faithful to the central intentionalist insight
that the phenomenal character of experiences depends on intentional ties with entities
other than themselves. Second, the first-order imperativist account of pain avoidance
developed in §3 makes better sense of empirical results about experience avoidance in
general. Third, a naturalistic theory of body-involving commands falls straightforwardly
off our best metasemantic accounts, while token-reflexive contents appear at least to
require more work.
None of this is a knockdown argument against same-order imperativism. The intentionalist
insight can be abandoned; the empirical evidence from experiential avoidance could
be misleading; our metasemantic accounts can be refined, or new ones formulated.
In my view, the main reason to prefer first- to same-order imperativism is that the
former is a development of the very plausible idea that pains are primarily tools for
the management and prevention of bodily damage; while the latter makes pain be all
about pain management: somehow evolution has created and maintained entities whose
primary purpose is to self-destruct. It has also placed them at the center of our mental
life, forcing us to dedicate very substantive cognitive resources to fulfilling this death
wish.
The pain system is a crucial piece of brain and sensory circuitry that allows us to go
about our business in relatively good shape for a few dozens of years. The hedonistic
tradition in which Barlassina and Hayward are inscribed has it that this circuitry is
not just means to an end, but an end in itself; perhaps, as Bentham put it, one of our
sovereign masters. This is not incompatible with naturalism, but it is uncongenial to
it. In any event, a picture of pain along these hedonistic lines is not mandated by our
phenomenology.8
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